What's in the box

Insert batteries to power on

Remove the battery compartment cover and insert the batteries*. Be sure to orient the positive (+) and negative (-) ends as shown on the compartment labels.

Replace the compartment cover. The status lights blink to indicate the controller is ready for pairing with another device.

*Always use new 1.5V alkaline batteries or 1.2V NiMH rechargeable batteries.

Connect to your Kindle Fire HD or Kindle Fire HDX

On the controller
Hold down the Home button for 5 seconds. The status lights turn on, alternating between the two on the left and the two on the right to indicate the controller is ready to pair.

On the tablet
Swipe down from the top of the screen and tap Wireless (or Wireless & Network). Tap Bluetooth and confirm it's enabled. Follow the onscreen instructions to scan for devices. Tap Amazon Fire game controller when it appears in the device list.

On the controller
When all four status lights are on, the devices are successfully paired.

The status lights remain on for 6 seconds.
Connect to your Amazon Fire TV

On the controller
Hold down the Home button for 5 seconds.
The status lights turn on, alternating between the two on the left and the two on the right to indicate the controller is ready to pair.

On the Amazon Fire TV
Open Settings and select Controllers > Bluetooth Controllers. Select Add New Controller and choose Amazon Fire game controller from the list of devices.

On the controller
When all four status lights are on, the devices are successfully paired.

Display the GameCircle dashboard

On the controller
Press the GameCircle button.
The GameCircle dashboard appears.

When playing GameCircle-enabled games, use the dashboard to track achievements, view leaderboards, connect with friends, and chart progress.
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